"CObaz, simplify my daily work with innovation"
Going beyond simply accessing documents with CObaz

Implementing technical documents, keeping applicable standards up to date, identifying the actions to be taken, managing risks and ensuring your company sustainability involve taking up an increasing number of challenges. In order to help you succeed, AFNOR Publishing has set two goals: simplify your daily activities and enable you to save time.

This led us to develop CObaz, our next generation solution designed to help you identify, understand and implement the documents that are essential to your activity.

CObaz has been developed based on two crucial elements: our existing customers’ voice and the feedback from hundreds of testers.

We relied on the expertise of our staff and the experience we acquired with Saga Web. We also harnessed the most innovative digital technologies, from semantic analysis to data visualization.

Today, CObaz takes you beyond simply accessing standards and regulation, by offering you all the benefits of digital technology, to help you implement easily any document.

CObaz is designed to continuously evolve. It will provide an enhanced experience, fueled by your feedback and new answers to your needs. Let us reinvent your experiences with standards and regulations!

Enjoy an exclusive preview of the new features and contents offered by CObaz!
A SMART SEARCH ENGINE
Easily identify the texts that meet your needs.
COBaz search engine uses the latest technologies.
It returns a list of relevant terms, expressions and references,
whether you are searching by reference or by key words.
You easily obtain the expected results. Moreover, you will also discover
new content suitable to your needs that you didn’t even know existed.

IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO A WEALTH OF CONTENT
An access to all necessary information needed for your business in France or in other countries.
- The collections of standards that are essential to grow and to enter new markets
  - AFNOR, ISO and IEC collections, European documents
  - Collections of the most widely used international standards, from the United States (ASTM, IEEE, SAE…), Germany (DIN), the United Kingdom (BS), etc.
- French and European technical regulations
- Articles and books by experts that will
  - help you understand and implement standards,
  - keep you informed of the normative challenges at stake both today and tomorrow.

A HELPFUL SUPPORT TO DECRYPT STANDARDS
Quickly identify and access key information.
It is essential to know a standard’s requirements in order to comply with it.
Our new “Requirements service” helps you identify the major points and elements.
You can easily detect:
- what you must comply with
- what is less essential but useful to know or to meet with in a standard
This service works like Redlines+, the interactive feature highlighting any change, addition or deletion
between two versions of the same standard.
Thanks to these two services, you have all the key information directly within the documents.

4 COBAZ innovations
FOR UP-TO-DATE KEY INFORMATION AND HELPFUL GUIDANCE
Brand new content and features add up the services already available in Saga Web: Watch, File and Saved research features

THE ENVIRONMENT OF A DOCUMENT AT A GLANCE
Detect immediately the documents associated with standards and regulations.
With data visualization, you can quickly understand how a document interoperates with others:
- The regulations or standards referred within the document,
- Related European or international documents,
- Or any other type of link.
Thanks to this feature, you can easily browse through all the associated content.
THE SEARCH ENGINE AND DATA VISUALIZATION HAVE SIMPLIFIED MY WORK

For me, the new CObaz search engine is very handy, thanks to its search bar, accessible at all times, and the possibility to filter documents immediately.

One of the new features I like most is data visualization which enables me to “grasp immediately” the links between the documents. It really is very handy, especially when I need to find documents that help implement a standard.

In a single click, I can access the parent documents of the standard and all the associated regulations. Switching from one document to the next is much easier and very intuitive.

Finding my way around and understanding the context are more simple now.

AN ACCELERATOR FOR THE GROWTH OF OUR BUSINESS IN NEW MARKETS

What I like most about CObaz is the fact that it provides access to a broader corpus of international collections. This is essential when you need to comply with the requirements in the target countries or zones of our international invitations to tender, especially in the American market, where many collections co-exist.

If the collection I am looking for is not available in our subscription, I can easily extend the subscription or buy a set of documents. I always have a solution with CObaz. It is easier to access the new markets that are essential to the development of our business.

A SUPPORT AVAILABLE AT ALL TIME

For a unique CObaz: the one you shape

Are your needs changing? CObaz changes along with you

CObaz is a simple, efficient and innovative partner that brings you crucial information. This single tool offers a multitude of possibilities that enables you to stay in control of your work with standards from start to finish, and facilitates collaborative work.

The modular design of CObaz enables any adaptation to your current and future needs. You can change your documentary scope in just a few clicks to immediately access new standards or documents and ask for a new feature.

You already use Saga Web? Upgrade to CObaz in complete peace of mind

CObaz also gathers all the expertise of AFNOR Publishing in offering guidance. We are committed to guaranteeing a smooth transition from your current Saga Web subscription to CObaz, by saving all the work you have already done. The data in your Saga Web account (searches, files, alerts, etc.) is automatically retrieved in CObaz. No need to do anything.

All our teams by your side

We know you, so we also know that being available is paramount for you. Which is the reason why all our teams are at your disposal.

Our personal sales advisor: He or she knows you and is available to listen to you closely, to help you create the right documentary scope for your activity and to provide you with the adapted features and services...

Our technical team: Our technical staff will help you get started with this new tool, step by step, and will always be there to help you.

Thanks to our support team, you can focus on what matters most.

THE ONLINE SOLUTION ENTIRELY DESIGNED TO OPTIMIZE THE USER EXPERIENCE

CObaz: the online solution entirely designed to optimize the user experience.

AN ACCELERATOR FOR THE GROWTH OF OUR BUSINESS IN NEW MARKETS

What I like most about CObaz is the fact that it provides access to a broader corpus of international collections. This is essential when you need to comply with the requirements in the target countries or zones of our international invitations to tender, especially in the American market, where many collections co-exist.

If the collection I am looking for is not available in our subscription, I can easily extend the subscription or buy a set of documents. I always have a solution with CObaz. It is easier to access the new markets that are essential to the development of our business.

CObaz from AFNOR Publishing is already THE reference for services and content related to standards and regulations. Don’t wait to take advantage of all it has to offer.
Standards & Regulations

With Saga Web, you can easily access key documents.

With CObaz, you will make the most of them with innovative services!

Any questions?
Contact your AFNOR Publishing sales advisor now

View the CObaz video and spread the word.

Scan this code or go to bit.ly/cobaz-afnor

Tel.: +33 (0)1 41 62 76 44
e-mail: afnor-publishing@afnor.org